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The recipe you're giving me (and I'm getting it every now and then from different sources, it's a
great game!) seems to be pretty far from the ones I'm getting, which has something to do with the
French version of the game (I'm not really familiar with the details, as this is the English-speaking
version of the game). Anyway, cooking is actually a fun bit of gameplay, so I could be wrong. The
menus are good, but not that interesting. I think they could have leveraged the random aspect of the
game a bit more. It makes sense that you could get particular dishes coming out at particular times
of day, but being able to cook a random item from the menus is cool as well. They can probably put
in random recipes too, and they haven't added the extra ingredients required. I mean, it's a pretty
basic set of ingredients, so why don't they include random ingredients?? On Friday, I bought the
product and downloaded and installed the the game. I was getting a message when trying to start
the game that I was missing steam.com/join in the url in my URL bar. So I checked my steam
account. I am downloading this game using my steam account. And I cannot download any games,
the button for "start download" never shows. I am very angry to download this game and so
disappointed that it is not working because I have been waiting for this game to release. But at this
point, I will give it another try, by downloading the full version for Android. There is only the manual
for that version and I read it, but now I still have no idea how to do what I want. And this manual I
read is not complete. I searched for a support page. No luck. If anybody has any ideas. I would be
very grateful for the help.
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